
Driving Style Management

The R:COM® Driving Style Management feature is the most sophisticated 
solution on the market today. Improved driving style not only results in 
significant fuel savings but also results in safer driving, improved vehicle 
reliability and reduced repair and maintenance costs.

R:COM connects to the engine ECM on all truck engines to record 
extremely accurate engine data including fuel burnt per vehicle for 
any time period or trip.

R:COM analyses engine data including fuel burnt, fuel tank level, vehicle 
speed, engine RPM, braking, cruise control, gear selection, and more.

R:COM reports the performance of individual trucks and drivers to 
highlight areas for improvement.

R:COM differentiates between city and highway driving when scoring 
a driver on fuel consumption.

R:COM Vehicle Profiler creates individual profiles for different vehicle 
types and use. This accounts for manufacturer recommended engine 
RPM, load weights, etc.

EnhanCED FEatuRES

R:COM reports include an easy to understand Driver Performance 
Scorecard that provides feedback for the driver and can be used in the 
driver coaching process.

R:COM displays a simple to read colour-coded chart showing where 
poor driving behavior is leading to excessive fuel usage or unsafe or 
poor driving practices.

R:COM allows you to quickly access the detail behind the individual 
driver scorecard.

R:COM summarizes individual driver performance in league tables. 

DRivER PERFORManCE SCORing

R:COM delivers significant fuel savings, safer driving, improved vehicle 
reliability and reduced repair and maintenance costs. 

R:COM identifies ‘easy wins’ for individual drivers or types of vehicles 
that will produce significant cost savings quickly.

R:COM Driver Performance Scorecard and league tables encourage 
friendly competition among drivers and results in dramatic 
improvements in driving style.

gREatER SavingS

“R:COM has enabled us 
to quickly reduce our fuel 
consumption by 12% and 
maintain it. The advanced 
features of R:COM make the
 job of managing drivers 
behavior a lot easier. The 
driver’s scorecard is a great 
feature and our drivers 
compete with each other 
weekly to get to first place 
on the league table.”

Mark Byrne
Allied Logistics
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 Feature Preview

R:COM provides accurate and detailed engine and 
driver performance information in easy to read 
reports. Efficient reporting means management 
has access to both summary information and the 
underlying detailed data when required.

R:COM  links map location data to all events such 
as excessive idling, harsh acceleration or braking, 
speeding, driving without use of cruise control and 
over-revving, and many more to bring the data to 
life!

R:COM reports the performance of individual trucks 
and drivers to highlight areas for improvement. The 
reporting is simple and intuitive. Green is ‘good’, 
Amber is ‘poor’, Red is ‘bad’. The R:COM vehicle 
profiler allows you to characterize the vehicle for 
RPM bands, over-speeding, fuel consumption 
targets and more.

R:COM summarizes individual driver performance 
in league tables and also produces individual 
scorecards for each driver highlighting the areas 
where improvement is needed.  Driver scorecards 
encourage friendly competition among drivers and 
results in dramatic improvements in driving style.  
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